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Many thanks for the Working Man whom I shall read
with joy. No time yet.
Finis coronat opus means that your Hobby Horse got
the bit between his teeth in the last page or two and ran
away with you. The " side of the problem " which you
do not discuss happening to be the most important side,
you should not have stressed the other side so strongly. As
I said before, you spoil your perfectly excellently stated case
by over-stating it, and that I adhere to in spite of the " irre-
sponsible, indolent reviewers", who have given you so
many sugar-plums. But I do think, as I said, that it is
a most excellent lecture and " very wholesome for these
times".
To Rev. F. G. Ellerton         34, Queen's Gate Gardens, S. W.
March 5, 1920
my dear frank,
I feel inclined to write to you to express my great regret
that we did not discuss your last admirable (and also most
generous and encouraging) letter. I had it all ready and
then you came in too late for talk: flirting, I fancy, with
one of the young ladies, who haven't always agreeable
clerics even when they are no longer young! You did say
a lot of nice things, with some critical ones, both of which
I should like to have discussed. I was reading poetry yester-
day for a charity in a drawing-room (Milton to To-day:
selections) and in obedience to you I read Time as well as
Bkst Pair: but I can't think that Time is at all the equal of
Bkst Pair. It has not its soaring quality; nor that amazing
Miltonic power of keeping on the wing all through one
single flight of music. I read Keats's Hymn to Pan among
other things. My poets were Milton, Dryden, Blake,
Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, Tennyson, Swinburne,
Bridges, and De la Mare. I had to leave M, Arnold out.
I like your large and bold idea for a book on the great
poetry ot Greece, Rome, Italy, France, and England^very

